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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will be speaking to you today about a dangerous occurrence that occurred at Cameco’s Cigar Lake Operation on January 3, 2020As the lead investigator I will provide a summary of the event and follow up actions that resulted from the Root Cause investigation.



Event Background

2 Contractor Storage Facility Fire

● Expansion of freeze zone

● Original contractor shop relocated

● Relocation considered a change-in-kind 
as it was ‘just being moved from one 
location to another’ 

● Known that numerous changes were 
proposed/ implemented

● Changes not seen as significant enough 
to warrant initiating the facility change 
control process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2017, with a lot of construction and development underway at Cigar Lake, office and storage space was in short supply.During this time, a long term contractor at the Cigar Lake Operation had been utilizing a group of sea containers in a U shape as a temporary storage and work area. The sea cans had a flat roof constructed over them and were enclosed with cladding and was accessed by swinging doors. Due to construction of new brine lines at the Operation, the contactor’s original structure had to be relocated.  The new location was expected to remain undeveloped for the remainder of the project, without the need to move it again.Unfortunately, no photo of the original structure is available, but the photo here shows construction of the relocated structure in 2017.The relocation of the structure was considered a ‘change in kind’ so no detailed project review was completed prior to or during construction.Although considered a change in kind, numerous changes were in fact made.



Contractor Shop Exterior View 
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● Photo taken in Summer 2017 – shop construction was still underway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overhead door, man-doors, and additional exterior cladding is missing from this photo. Layout of the building at the time of the fire is also shown.Known changes from the original structure included:• Power source was changed to a different skid.• Concrete pad foundation was poured for the new structure location.• Roof over c-cans was previously flat; changed to engineered trusses left over from another project on site.• Truss roof required extra height be added to the sea container structure, so a combustible stub wall was installed.• Structure was larger than the previous design.• Main door to the open space was previously swinging doors; changed to roll up overhead door.• Frost Fighter was located outside of the previous structure.In the new structure a Frost Fighter was installed in one of the sea containers to provide heat to the structure and to a sea container utilized for lubricant storage.• Thermostat (linked to the frost fighter heater) was installed to control temperature in the shelter. Designed to keep structure at 10 °C



Contractor Shop Interior View
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● All sea containers were made of typical steel construction and were insulated on the 
interior surfaces with 4x8 foot sheets of rigid foam

● Total building area was approximately 176 m2 (1900 ft2)

Thermostat
Frost 
Fighter 
Duct

Plywood 
Sheathing

Combustible 
Stub Wall

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we see the inside of the structure looking at the sea can that held the frost fighter.You can see the additional structure components I mentioned previously (thermostat, stub wall to add high for the trussed roof, duct to lubricant storage sea can etc.).No fire detection or suppression equipment was installed in the structure as it was considered ‘temporary’.



Identifying Point of Origin
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‘V’ Pattern

Interior view –
Frost Fighter 

Removed

Interior view

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of our investigation we travelled to site with an external contractor that specialized in fire investigations.While our Root Cause investigation looked at the history of the structure we also examined numerous potential ignition sources (electrical panel, electric heater, other equipment stored in the area, etc.) but it quickly narrowed to this area.“V” pattern of heavier damage one sea container indicates point of ignition (pattern of excessive heat on an area that otherwise showed even oxidation)This was also supported by the extensive fire damage to the floor joists and support blocking in this area.  This is the lowest point of burning found in the structure.  This is a strong indicator this is the area of origin   This was the sea can that held the frost fighter used to heat main structure and the lubricant storage sea can.



Reviewing Portable Heater Work Instruction
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● 2007 – Work Instruction (WI) created - permit system

● 2008 – WI revised to add clearance details

● 2010 – WI ownership transferred and training requirements added

● 2014 – Revised but with permit system and training requirements still 
included 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we dug into the history of frost fighter use on site.2007 – this WI required anyone using a Frost Fighter (formerly Herman Nelson) to contact the safety department to obtain a permit and tag. Permit would be deemed critical if the heater was required to operate 24 hours a day.Heater owner was responsible for assessing hazards and no site visit was required prior to issuing a permit. No clearance requirements were listed in this WI.Security nightshift would visually check heaters were operating safely and mark it in their log book.New permit required only if heater was moved.2008 – WI revised to specify manufacturer’s clearance requirements.2010 – WI was transferred from the safety department to site services, as they were responsible for fueling.Now specifically stated that “All personnel who use a Frost Fighter heater shall be trained in the proper usage, handling and re-fueling”.Site services doing all checks now, not security personnel.2014 – Only minor revisions made since 2010.  Version active at the time of the fire.Despite training and permits still being included in the work instruction, they were no longer in use.  The last portable heater training session at Cigar Lake was held in 2015.The fire occurred on January 3, 2018.



Chain of Events
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Heating vent to 
lubricant storage 
container (duct 
removed prior to fire)

Clearance less than 
manufacturer’s 
requirements
(19 inches vs. 10 Feet) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we knew our ignition, we focused on the considerable human activity took place in this area in the 24 hours leading up to the fire.  The Frost Fighter heater was started on January 2 when crews arrived back at site after the Christmas break.  It was fueled once on January 2 and again the morning of January 3.  It was running up until the time of the fire.Also on January 2, one heating duct used to direct heated air to the lubricant storage container was removed as it was required elsewhere on site – leaving the blower to exhaust directly on the insulated sea can wall  19 inches away. Please note that the manufacturer requires a minimum of 10 feet of clearance from the discharge end and only 19 inches of clearance was provided.Workers entered and exited the structure using the smaller man doors 3 times for various reasons throughout the day on January 3 with no issues noted. At approximately 3 pm the overhead door was opened for a short period of time while a worked moved a second frost fighter into the building to thaw it. This heater was not running. It was placed in front of a bulldozer that was also being stored in the structure.The overhead door was open for approximately 5 to 10 minutes, dropping the temperature inside the building (it was -28°C outside) – This caused the Frost Fighter to run continuously to get the building back up to 10°C (where thermostat was located in main area)Based on the timelines, it is estimated that the fire started within 15 to 20 minutes from the time the overhead door was opened.



Contractor Storage Facility Fire
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s have a look at what an improperly placed frost fighter, creating superheated air in an enclosed space with an ignition source can do






Event Details
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Roll-up overhead door100 lb Propane tank

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On January 3, 2018 at ~3:30 pm,  the fire was reported in the contractor shop (considered to be a temporary structure)The Cigar Lake Emergency Response Team responded and did an excellent job of controlling and extinguishing the fireThe fire was extinguished at ~9:30 pm but some sections (such as the lubricant storage area) continued to be cooled with water for some time following thisThere were no injuries and no damage to the surrounding structures as a result of this event.The entire structure along with a bulldozer, tools, parts, lubricants, etc. were completely destroyedThe loss of the structure and contents was valued at over $1 millionA 100 lb propane tank was located against the outside of the sea container structure and was not involved in the fire.Once again a huge shout out to Cigar Lake ERT



Three Causal Factors Identified
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● Less than adequate procedural 
compliance

● Lack of knowledge and/or 
questioning attitude

● Less than adequate oversight 
provided under the Contractor 
Management Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The associated root causes identified were in the management system category:1. manual and work instruction(s) not used; inadequate enforcement2. lack of inspections and/or follow-up3. enforcement needs improvement



Causal Factor Details
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● Frost Fighter manual was not 
followed

●Work Instruction not followed 

●No clear control of ‘temporary 
structures’ 

●No initiation of the change control 
process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insufficient clearance for Frost Fighter combined with the removal of discharge duct Sudden inrush of cold air creating a sustained call for heat and the Thermostat measuring temperature in a different location than heaterNo permits issued for the indoor use of the frost fighter or inspections of its set-up as per the WIHigh flammability of shop interior and contentsNo fire detection or suppression systems in the structure – These last items would have been identified during the facility change control process had it been initiated



Follow-up Activities 
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● Mandatory safety topic on portable 
heaters

● Revised Portable Heater WI

● Revised Contractor Kick-off form

● Created a Management of Change 
training module

● Held Contractor Management training 
refresher 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A mandatory safety topic of safe heater use for safety meetings – we have hard copies of this available for you to share with your company if you like or you can contact me for a digital copy.Reviewed work instruction and permitting system and it was revised to capture the event findings and manufacturer requirements more clearlyReviewed and revised the contractor kickoff form to check if portable heaters would be in use, review permit requirements and to notify the safety department when brought to siteCreated a Management of Change training/awareness module to help area owners and project coordinators better identify risks and to ensure they understand their roles in the facility change control process. Training sessions were also held with all applicable Cigar Lake personnel and contractor managers



Follow-up Activities
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● Inspected heaters at all North America Cameco locations

● Updating Fire Hazard Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inventoried and inspected all Frost Fighter style heaters at all Cameco locations to confirm compliance to manufacture’s requirementsNorthern Saskatchewan Operations completed an initial assessment of structures on site and we are currently updating the Fire Hazard Assessments, which will include all buildings that you can step into. Once we have these assessments completed an appropriate action plan will be developed.
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